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Abstract� The paper presents a new approach for shape recovery based on integrating geometric and photometric

information� We consider �D bilaterally symmetric objects� that is� objects which are symmetric with respect to a

plane �e�g�� faces�� and their reconstruction from a single image� Both the viewpoint and the illumination are not

necessarily frontal� Furthermore� no correspondence between symmetric points is required�

The basic idea is that an image taken from a general� non frontal viewpoint� under non	frontal illuminationcan be

regarded as a pair of images� Each image of the pair is one half of the object� taken from different viewing positions

and with different lighting directions� Thus� one	image	variants of geometric stereo and of photometric stereo can

be used� Unlike the separate invocation of these approaches� which require point correspondence between the two

images� we show that integrating the photometric and geometric information suf
ce to yield a dense correspondence

between pairs of symmetric points� and as a result� a dense shape recovery of the object� Furthermore� the unknown

lighting and viewing parameters� are also recovered in this process�

Unknown distant point light source� Lambertian surfaces� unknown constant albedo� and weak perspective pro	

jection are assumed� The method has been implemented and tested experimentally on simulated and real data�

Keywords� Shape Recovery� Shape	from	shading� Stereo� Bilaterally Symmetric Objects

�� Introduction

This paper presents a method for shape reconstruction

of �D bilaterally symmetric objects from a single im	

age ��� �� ��� ��� ���� A bilaterally symmetric object

is an object that is symmetric with respect to a plane

�Ilan Shimshoniwas supported in part by theKoret andGoldschmidt

Foundations
 A preliminary version of this paper has appeared in

IEEE Int
 Conf
 on Image Analysis and Processing ����


�as illustrated in Figure �� Typical examples of this

class of objects are faces� animals� human bodies and

many man	made objects� We consider a natural setup

where such objects are seen from a non	frontal view

and with non	frontal illumination� Note that the result	

ing images are non	symmetric but� as wewill show� are

actually more informative than symmetric images�
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Fig� �� An illustration of a bilaterally symmetric object viewed

from an arbitrary viewing direction
 For each point pl there is a

correspondingpointpr and a pair�nl� nr � of correspondingnormals

at those points


Methods for general shape reconstruction usually

rely on either geometric or photometric constraints�

When a single image of a given object is available�

geometric constraints are not suf
cient by themselves

for shape reconstruction of a general �D object� How	

ever� when the object is known to belong to a given

class of objects �hence providing some geometrical

constraints� a single image may be suf
cient ��� Pho	

tometric methods such as shape	from	shading ��� can

be used for shape reconstruction from a single image�

However� these methods require the knowledge of var	

ious parameters �e�g�� illumination�� and some other

assumptions� Here again� class constraints can often

alleviate the need to be given these parameters and can

substantially improve the reconstruction� See for ex	

ample ��� where the shape of Straight Homogeneous

Generalized Cylinders �SHGC�s� was recovered by a

special algorithm�

	�	� Our approach

Our approach can be classi
ed as a class based �D

shape recovery algorithm that combines geometric and

photometric constraints� In our case we deal with the

class of bilaterally symmetric objects� The basic idea

is that a single non	frontal image of a bilaterally sym	

metric object can be regarded as two images of another

object taken from two different viewpoints and two

different illumination directions� The object consists

of one half of the bilaterally	symmetric object� It fol	

lows that the geometrical and photometric constraints

on an image of a bilaterally symmetric object is equiv	

alent to the constraints of two images of a general �D

object� Therefore� one	image	variants of photometric	

stereo ���� �� andgeometric	stereo ��� �� canbeused�

The straightforward application of the one	image

variants of both geometric and photometric stereo

methods requires however that the imaging parame	

ters �viewpoint and illumination� as well as the cor	

respondence between symmetric points� denoted self

correspondence� be given ���� Finding dense corre	

spondence is generally a non	trivial problem� Corre	

spondences can usually be found only for a sparse set

of feature points� which result only in a sparse depth

map ��� ��� Furthermore� as we describe below� the

photometric or geometric constraints are insuf
cient by

themselves for computing dense self	correspondence�

The essence of our approach for solving the self	

correspondence and the global imaging parameters is

to combine geometric and photometric constraints� To

do so we specify the self	correspondence as a contin	

uous function� and solve its derivatives by combining

the two types of constraints� These constraints are lo	

cal and are speci
ed at every pixel� Our approach is to

use them 
rst to 
nd the global �pose and illumination�

parameters� Once these parameters are known� the lo	

cal constraints enforce correct reconstruction locally�

This stands in sharp contrast to traditional shape from

shading solutions� which are neither local nor provide

means for recovering the global parameters� Once one

pair of corresponding points has been found using the

local constraint� a combination of the photometric and

geometric constraints are used to propagate the self	

correspondence function over the entire image� yield	

ing the �D shape�

In this paper we present several algorithms� empha	

sizing different aspects of the theoretical results� Be	

fore we describe the general algorithm� we deal with

the special case of recovering the shape of bilaterally	

symmetric objects �a real human face� from a frontal

view� Then we come to the the general case �gen	

eral bilaterally	symmetric object� non	frontal view and

non	frontal illumination��whichwe demonstrate in ex	

periments done on both simulated data and on real im	

ages of a mannequin object� In a 
nal experiment we

demonstrate the automatic recovery of the global light	

ing and pose parameters from a real image of a man	

nequin�
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	��� Previous studies

Previous studies on symmetry have focused either on

symmetric images ��� ��� or on skewed symmetric im	

ages ��� �� �� ��� Note that in both cases� detecting

the self	correspondence is a parametric problem� the

solution of which depends only on a few parameters

�characterizing the symmetry axis and possibly another

direction in the image plane�� Under general imag	

ing conditions� images of �D bilaterally	symmetric

objects are not symmetric� Neither the image coor	

dinates nor the grey levels associated with �D sym	

metric objects� are symmetric� However� when self	

correspondence is given then the �D shape can be re	

covered ��� �� ��� ��� ���� Furthermore� the problem

is non	parametric� and 
nding the self	correspondence

is equivalent to recovering the �D structure� Therefore�

it cannot be based on the methods mentioned above�

Previous attempts to integrate photometric and ge	

ometric constraints were based on using each of the

methods in different image regions� In some studies

the results computed by say� a stereo algorithm� were

transfered to a photometric shape recovery algorithm

�e�g�� ��� �� �� ���� To the best of our knowledge� our

scheme is the 
rst to propose integration in the strong

sense� The integration of the photometric and geomet	

ric constraints allow us not only to compute the self	

correspondence function� but also to recover the shape

of the object based on geometric constraints� This is a

preferable method over photometricmethods for shape

reconstruction since it avoids the reconstruction based

on the integration of surface normals� which cause er	

rors to accumulate�

	��� Paper outline

The paper continues as follows� in the next two sec	

tions �� and ��we derive the geometric and photometric

constraints on images of a symmetric object� The spe	

cial case of reconstruction from a frontal image is also

considered in section �� Then� in Section � we show

how to integrate these constraints into one� stronger

constraint on the correspondence function� In section

� we turn to the reconstruction algorithm that uses the

constraints ef
ciently and describe it in detail� All the

presented algorithms have been implemented and re	

sults of testing them on simulated and real images are

presented in Section �� Finally� some limitationsof our

algorithm and future research directions are discussed

in Section ��

�� Geometry

In this section we present the geometric setting� some

notations� and the geometric constraints associated

with bilaterally symmetric objects� In particular we

present some known results using this notation� We


rst show that if self	correspondence is given� then a

representation that is invariant toviewpoint canbe com	

puted� We then show that if the viewing parameter is

given as well� then the �D shape of the object can be

directly recovered� Finally� we show that if the self	

correspondence is unknown� then the �D shape and the

self	correspondence cannot be computed based only on

geometrical constraints� even if the viewing direction

is known� Then the photometric constrains �consid	

ered in the next section� must be added� The notations

and the results are later used to build our integrated

approach�

��	� Notations and settings

Let pr � �x� y� z�T �pl � ��x� y� z�T be a pair of

symmetric points on a bilaterally symmetric object�

We choose our coordinate system such that the sym

metry plane� the plane relative to which the object is

symmetric about� is the y � z plane� In this case� all

lines that connect pairs of symmetric points are parallel

to the x	axis�

The object points pl and pr are projected to the

image points �pl and �pr� We assume here weak per	

spective projection �i�e�� orthographic projection of a

rotated and scaled object�� The projection of a point

p is �p � sRp � t where s is a scale factor� R is two

rows of a � � � rotation matrix� and t is a �D vector�

Under this projection model� all image lines that con	

nect pairs of symmetric points are parallel� Noting the

similarity to the stereo setting� which will be discussed

below� we refer to these set of image lines as epipolar

lines� Estimating the direction of these lines is usually

fairly easy and may be done by� say� 
nding a pair of

corresponding points �e�g�� the eyes of a person in the

image �e�g� ������� Therefore� we shall assume that this

direction is known� Given the direction of the epipolar

lines� 
nding the self	correspondence becomes a one	

dimensional search problem�
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Without loss of generality� it is suf
cient in our case�

to set s � � and t � �� and to reduce the viewing

direction to a single parameter �� which is the rotation
of the object around the y	axis of the object� Thus R
is reduced to�

R �

�
cos��� � sin���

� � �

�
��

To show that a single parameter is indeed suf
cient�

let us 
rst consider a general rotation matrix� Any

�D rotation can be described by three rotation angles�

around the x� y and z axes �see Figure �� � When the

epipolar direction is known the rotation in the image

plane can be directly computed and compensated for�

We can therefore assume that the rotation about the z	
axis is �� �Note that this is correct even though the z
axis does not coincide with the optical axis�� The in	

herent ambiguity in the choice of the object coordinate

system justi
es the choice of zero rotation around the

x axis� s � �� and t � �� This ambiguity results in

reconstruction of the object up to a scale factor� trans	

lation� and rotation around the x axis�

�a� �b�

�c� �d�

Fig� �� �a	 A bilaterally symmetric object �face	 �b	 �c	 � �d	 are

its three rotations about the z� x and y axes respectively


���� Geometric constraints

Under this choice of projection we can now com	

pute the image locations� �pr � ��xr � �yr�T and �pl �
��xl� �yl�T � of a pair of corresponding object points�

pr � �x� y� z�r and pl � ��x� y� z�l� We obtain that

�yr � y	
�xr � x cos��� � z sin���	
�yl � y	
�xl � �x cos��� � z sin����

���

These equations can be inverted yielding the follow	

ing expressions for the �D coordinates of the object

points�

x� �
� cos�����x

r � �xl��

y � �yr�

z � �
� sin�����x

r � �xl��

���

We call this shape reconstruction method mono

geometricstereo because the two sides of the image

are interpreted as a stereo pair of one half	object taken

from two viewpoints� It is also clear now why we de	

noted the image lines parallel to the object�s transversal

axis by epipolar lines�

Finally�we claim that the locationof the correspond	

ing image points are not constrained by the fact that the

object is symmetric� even if the viewing position � is

known� It is easy to see from Eq� � that given a right

point in the image� any choice of a left point is consis	

tent with an image of a bilaterally symmetric object�

This ambiguity is equivalent to the inherent ambigu	

ity in pairing points from two stereo images �see� e�g�

����� Recall however� that even when � is unknown it is
possible to infer invariants to viewingdirectiondirectly

from Eq� � ��� ����

Note that under the Lambertian re�ectance model�

if the illumination is frontal �with respect to the ob	

ject�� then correspondingpoints are associated with the

same grey level values� which may make correspon	

dence easier� In this case� common correspondence


nding algorithms used in traditional stereo processes�

may be adapted to 
nd the correspondence also here�

from which the �D shape is recoverable using Eq� ��

To demonstrate this case we present in Figure ��a� a

real image of a mannequin frontally illuminated with

respect to the object� In Figure ��b� Iso	intensity con	

tours are overlaid over the image demonstrating the fact

that corresponding points have the same intensity�
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Fig� �� Mono�geometric�stereo� �a	 A real image of a mannequin

with non�frontal viewing position and frontal illumination �b	 Iso�

intensity contours are overlaid over the image demonstrating the

equal intensity for corresponding points
 For images like this� a

variant of a stereo algorithm can be applied


�� Photometry

In this section we derive the photometric constraint

for bilaterally symmetric objects� In a rather arti
cial

way� we ignore for now the evidence available from

the location of these image points� This is done in or	

der to isolate the information available from the two

sources� We integrate the two sources of information

in the next section� For the case when self correspon	

dence is known �e�g� when the view is frontal� we de	

scribe the mono	photometric	stereo algorithm� which

uses only photometric information� and is a special	

ized form of the proposed general algorithm� We also

describe a specialized method for recovering the illu	

mination parameters when these are not given� An

interesting byproduct is an extension of this technique

to the classic photometric	stereo task associated with

unknown illuminations�

��	� Notations and settings

The analysis is done in the context of a Lambertian

surface and a distant light source� Different illumi	

nation and shading models lead to other photometric

constraints� which are left for future research�

Let 
n � �nx� ny� nz�
T be the normal at a surface

point of the object� Then� using the Lambertian re	

�ectance model� the intensity of light re�ected from

the point is I � � l � �n� where l is the light source

direction� jlj is the light source intensity� and � is the

albedo� We assume that the albedo �� is 
xed all over
the surface� Equivalently� we may assume that � � �
and let jlj be the product of the intensity and the albedo�
We also assume that no shadows exist� We intend to

relax these assumptions in future work�

���� Photometric constraints

We denote by �nr and �nl the normals of two sym	

metric points on the object� Denote the right side of

the object surface by the function �x� y� z�x� y��� In

this case the normals at two self	corresponding points

are given by �nr � nr�jnrj and �nl � nl�jnlj where
nr � �zrx� z

r
y����

T and nl � ��zrx� z
r
y����

T � The

intensity at the two points is

Ir � l � �nr�
I l � l � �nl ���

Taking the sum and the difference of Eq� � yields�

I� � Ir � I l � �lxnx
I� � Ir � I l � ��lyny � lznz�

���

Similarly to viewpoint invariants�when l is unknown

it is possible to infer invariants to illumination direction

directly from Eq� � ����

���� Monophotometricstereo

An immediate observation is that if the self	

correspondence and l are known� then the intensities

re�ected from a corresponding pair are suf
cient for

calculating the normal at these points by solving a

quadratic equation up to a twofold ambiguity� First� nx
is calculated from the 
rst part of Eq� �� Then� the unit

size of �n is called to provide an additional constraint�

yielding a quadratic equation fromwhich the two solu	

tions for the other components of �n are recovered� We

call this normal recovery method amonophotometric

stereo algorithm� It is similar to photometric	stereo

where the two sides of the image are interpreted as a

stereo pair of one half	object taken with two different

illuminations� The natural application for this algo	
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rithm is when a frontal view of a bilaterally symmetric

object illuminated by a non	frontal light source is con	

sidered� Then� the image is geometrically symmetric

and 
nding the self	correspondence is easy�

���� Illumination recovery in the context of a frontal

view

In photometric	stereo algorithms the lighting direc	

tions are supplied to the algorithm� Here however we

will show thatmono	photometric stereo reconstruction

is possible even if the illumination l is unknown� For


nding the illumination we will use the 
rst deriva	

tives of the intensity� For a frontal view� the image and

the object x and y coordinates are identical� �xr � x�
�yr � y � �xl � �x� and �yl � y� Therefore� the deriva	
tives of the image intensity are equal� up to a sign to

the intensity derivatives with respect to the world co	

ordinates x� y� Note that this is not true for non frontal

views due to the foreshortening effect� For non	frontal

views the difference in the derivatives between two cor	

respondingpointsdepends on the viewpointand the �D

shape as we discuss in section ����

The frontal image intensity derivatives may be writ	

ten in terms of the normals derivatives�

Ir �x � Irx � l � �nr

x	

I l�x � �I lx � �l � �nl

x	

Ir �y � Iry � l � �nr
y	

I l�y � I ly � l � �nl

y�

���

where Ie �
�I
�e
�

Considering smooth integrable surfaces� where

zxy � zyx� it follows that the normal derivatives� �n
r

x�

�nl
x� �n

r
y� �n

l
y are functions of � local derivatives of the

surface� zx� zy� zxx� zyy� zxy � zyx� Substituting into
these equations the derivatives of the normals yields�

�
B�

Ir �x
I l�x
Ir �y
I l �y

�
CA �

�

jnj�

�
B�

�� � z�y��zyzx� zx�l � ��zxzy� � � z�x� zy�l
���� z�y ��zyzx� zx�l � �zxzy� � � z�x� zy�l

� ��zxzy� � � z�y� zy�l ���� z�y ��zyzx� zx�l
� �zxzy� � � z�y � zy�l �� � z�y ��zyzx� zx�l

�
CA
�
� zxx

zyy
zyx

�
A ���

Note that these equations are linear in zxx� zxy and

zyy� Their coef
cients can be described as a tensor in

the surface 
rst derivatives multiplied by the illumina	

tion� For every symmetric pair� we have  equations

in � local unknowns �� from Eq� � and � from Eq� ���

In addition� we have also � global unknowns charac	

terizing the illuminationand the albedo� Enforcing the

intensity constraints for �n� symmetric pairs� we get n

equations in �n� � unknowns�

Solving this system of equations requires at least �

corresponding pairs� The use of noisy intensity deriva	

tives� however� is expected to yield an inaccurate so	

lution� Therefore� we have chosen the following opti	

mization based approach� which uses much more cor	

responding pairs� and thus has the potential to compen	

sate for the noise� Indeed� our experiments with real

data presented in Section ��� show that such a robust

solution is achieved�

The solution searches� in a �D space� for a feasible

value of the global illumination parameters� For ev	

ery candidate illumination� and for every correspond	

ing pair� we 
rst use Eq� � to extract zx� zy� leading to
a linear system � in zxx� zxy and zyy�
Not for all candidate illuminations there is a solu	

tion for Eq� �� These equations yield the following

constraints on possible values of l� Since jnj � �� it
follows that� lx � I��� and jlj � max Ir� I l� The

values ly and lz are further constrained by the second

equation of Eq� �� This is a quadratic equation in nz
�without loss of generality�� In order for it to have a so	

lution� its determinantmust be non	negative� It follows

that only pairs ly and lz which satisfy this constraint

should be considered�

Once zx and zy have been found� the system of

equations � is an over	determined set of equations�

which is solvable �in a noiseless situation� only if

the candidate illumination is correct� In the realistic

noisy situation� the least squares residual is a measure

of the candidate illumination correctness� Summing

this correctness measure for all corresponding pairs�

yields a total correctness measure for the candidate

illumination� Standard optimization procedure �e�g�

Levenberg	Marquardt� may use this score to 
nd the

optimal l which gets the minimal score�
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For non	frontal views� this technique has to be mod	

i
ed� as foreshortening affects the intensity derivatives

at corresponding points differently� This more general

situation is dealt with in the next section�

��
� Illumination recovery for �traditional� photo

metric stereo

This method can be easily adapted for the classical

photometric	stereo algorithm� when the illumination

directions are unknown �without any points whose in	

tensity is known ���� In this case� we still have �

parameters characterizing the local geometry at every

point and  additional global parameters characteriz	

ing the two illuminations� Therefore� the information

available from the intensities in n �  points suf
ces

to determine both the illumination and the normals at

these points�

�� Integrating Geometry and Photometry

We now come to the general reconstruction task�

involving a non	frontal viewing direction and non	

frontal illumination� Here we assume that the self	

correspondence �correspondence between points in the

left and the right part of the image� is not given and

has to be recovered by the algorithm� In this sec	

tion we present a method for integrating the geometric

and photometric information in order to solve the self	

correspondence problem� This method is also used for

verifying self	correspondence locally� and for recov	

ering the illumination vector and pose parameter� All

these tools are used as components of the reconstruc	

tion algorithm� described in the next section�

��	� The selfcorrespondence function

In this section we introduce the �self	correspondence�

function� This function� which is initially unknown�

can be constrained using the image data� To calcu	

late this function� we start from a given pair of self	

corresponding points� use the constraints to calculate

dense correspondence in its neighborhood and further

propagate the correspondence over the whole image�

togetherwith reconstructing the �Dshape� The correct	

ness of the self	correspondence function can be veri
ed

locally which prevents the accumulation of errors�

In classical stereo algorithms the analogous notion to

the self	correspondence function is the disparity func	

tion� The smoothness of the disparity function is often

used to constrain the correspondence� In our case we

will show how to use the photometric information to

recover the derivatives of the self	correspondence func	

tion� This information is not available in the classical

stereo setting since a single intensity value is available

for each pair of corresponding points�

Given a point �pr � ��xr � �yr�T in the image� its cor	

responding point is given by �pl � ��xl� �yl�T � Recall

that �yr � �yl� Thus� it suf
ces to specify the corre	

spondence by a scalar function C such that

C��pr� � C��xr � �yr� � �xl� ���

The points �pr and �pl are functions of x� y� z and ��
Taking the derivatives of the function C with respect

to the object coordinates x and y we obtain�

Cx � C�xr �x
r
x � C�yr �y

r
x

Cy � C�xr �x
r
y � C�yr �y

r
y

���

The derivatives of the image coordinates �xr� �xl� �yr and
�yl with respect to the object coordinates x and y can

be computed from Eq� ��

�xrx � cos��� � zx sin���	
�xry � zy sin���	
�xlx �� cos��� � zx sin���	
�xly � zy sin���	
�yrx � �ylx � �	
�yry � �yly � ��

���

Inserting these derivatives into Eq� � yields the deriva	

tives of the correspondence function with respect to

the image coordinates as a function of the surface nor	

mals �zx� zy��

C�xr �Cx��x
r
x �

�xlx
�xrx

� � cos���	zx sin���
cos���	zx sin���

	

C�yr �Cy � �xryC�xr � �xry � �xry
�xrx
�xrx

�
zy sin����

cos����zx sin���
�

��

Given a corresponding pair� the illumination and

viewing direction� the normal at the point can be com	

puted using Eq� �� Then� using Eq�  the derivatives

of the correspondence functionat the image can also be

computed� These derivatives are then used to estimate

the corresponding position of a point close to �pr using

the 
rst order Taylor expansion of the correspondence

function�

C��xr�dx� �y
r�dy� � C��pr��dxC�xr�dyC�yr � ���
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This procedure can be repeated again and again propa	

gating the correspondence function to large regions of

the image �as illustrated in Figure ���a���

�a�

p
0 p

1

p2
p’0

p’2

p’
1

�b�

Fig� �� In this �gure we draw the corresponding points in the left

and the right parts of the image
 �a	 An illustration of the correspon�

dence propagation process
 Corresponding pairs are always on the

same horizontal line
 Note the difference between the propagation

of the correspondence on the two sides
 The location on the right

side is the �independent variable� which was changed either hori�

zontally or vertically
 The corresponding locations on the left side

are the same with respect to the y coordinate but depend on the self�

correspondence function for their x coordinate
 A horizontal step

on the right corresponds to a horizontal step on the left
 A vertical

step on the right however� correspond to an oblique step on the left�

because the self�correspondence function depends on both the x and

y coordinates of the right point
 �b	 An illustration of the �circular

tour� constraint
 � different simple paths� speci�ed so that every two

of them end in the same �corner	 point� are shown in the right im�

age
 The corresponding paths� should satisfy this constraint �every

two paths end in the same point	 as well� but they do not
 Therefore

either the starting points or the global parameters are incorrect


���� Local selfcorrespondence veri�cation by �cir

cular tours�

In smooth parts of the image� the function

�pl��pr� � ��xl� �yl� � �C��pr�� �yl� � �C��xr � �yr�� �yr�

���

should be a continuousmapping from IR� to IR�� Con	

sider some point pair ��pr

� �p

l

�� which is believed to

be a corresponding pair� A circular tour is a se	

quence of points on the image� starting from �pr

 and

ending in it as well� �pr

� �p

r
�� � � � � �p

r
n � �pr


� where

�dx�j � �xrj � �xrj�� and �dy�j � �yrj � �yrj�� are all

small� The corresponding sequence of points� start	

ing from �pl

� is speci
ed by the following incremental

corrections� �xlj � �xlj�� � �dx�jC�x � �dy�jC�y and

�ylj � �ylj����dy�j � The 
nal point �p
l
n should be close

to �pl

� Equivalently� all different paths starting at one

point �pr

� and ending at another point �pr

n� induce cor	

responding �different� paths which should end at the

same point �see Figure ���b��� The distance measured

between the different end points is denoted the circular

tour distance�

Note that while the circular tour constraint is testing

the smoothness of the inferred surface� it also tests the

correctness of the initial corresponding pair ��pr

� �p

l

��

the global parameters� and the implied surface deriva	

tives� We found that testing such closure is indeed a

reliable indication for these value� In particular using

this closure constraint is effective in eliminating accu	

mulated errors within the correspondence propagation

process�

���� IntegratingPhotometry and Geometry in a local

differential constraint

The following differential version of the circular tour

constraint� relates the intensityderivatives to the geom	

etry� in a more local way� Unlike section ���� where a

frontal viewwas considered� it is necessary here to deal

with different foreshortening effects at the two points�

Let Ir��pr� and I l��pl� be the intensity at two corre	

sponding points� In section ��� we have shown that the

partial derivatives of Ir and I l with respect to x and y
can be expressed as functions of l and the local shape

derivatives zx� zy� zxx� zxy� zyy� In that simpler case

expressing the partial derivatives of Ir and I l with re	
spect to the image coordinates �x and �y was immediate

because all the derivatives of object coordinates with

respect to image coordinates were 	� or �� Here us	

ing the general derivatives �Eq� �� yields the following

relation�

Ir�xr � l � �nr
x��cos��� � zxsin����	

I l�xl � l � �nl
x���cos��� � zxsin����	

Ir �yr � l � �nr

y � zysin���I
r
�xr 	

I l�yl � l � �nl

y � zysin���I
l
�xl �

���

These four equations� denoted the integration con

straint� have the same structure as in the frontal case

�Eq� ��� They are also linear in the three local sec	

ond derivatives of the surface zxx� zxy and zyy� Their
coef
cients are the illumination vector multiplied by

a tensor whose components are functions of the 
rst

derivatives of the surface and the pose parameter�
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When the global parameters are known a self	

corresponding point can be found by eliminating from

the equations all the local partial derivatives of z leav	
ing us with a single integration constraint in the im	

age intensity values and their 
rst derivatives at the

two points� These values can be searched in the im	

age� Conversely when given four corresponding pairs

we can use these equations to solve for the unknown

global parameters�

These differential relations locally specify the com	

bined geometric	photometric constraint� We found

however that the �equivalent� circular tour constraint

is more numerically stable and therefore used it in the

algorithm�

�� The reconstruction algorithm

Basically� the algorithm consists of the following

stages�

� Recover unknown illumination and pose� Start

here when illumination and pose are not known�

�a� Choose candidates for illumination	 albedo	

pose 
�� and a few 
����correspondingpairs�

The choice is done as a part of an optimization

process which is either continuous or just dis	

criminates between a few options�

�b� Verify hypothesis� Using the circular tour

constraint �or other constraints described in

Section ����� test the hypothesized parameters�

If the constraint is not satis
ed return to step

a�

�� Estimate and verify dense self�correspondence�

Start here when illumination and pose are known�

Starting from a correctmatch found in the previous

stage� propagate the self	correspondence by evalu	

ating the self correspondence function derivative�

Occasionally� verify and possibly correct corre	

sponding pairs using the circular tour constraint�

�� Shape recovery� Use Eq� � to recover the �D

shape from corresponding pairs�

The following notes describe some aspects of the

algorithm�

� Searching for the global parameters� The naive

approach to implement the iterative process of

stages a	b� would be to perform a 
ve pa	

rameter search for the illumination components

�lx� �ly� �lz� �� �x
l� This search uses the circular

tour distance which vanishes for the correct pa	

rameters� In general a small dimensional mini	

mization process is not a dif
cult task� however�

here we may reduce the search cost by exploiting

the extrema of the image intensities� as described

below� In our experiments we usually used these

shortcuts for 
nding a starting point and then 
ne

tuned the illuminationdirectionusing the common

Levenberg	Marquardt optimization procedure�

�� Shortcuts for accelerating the search� First we

use the common heuristic that the maximal inten	

sity corresponds to a normal parallel to the illumi	

nation direction� Knowing the maximal intensity

there reduces the search to a two dimensionalman	

ifold�

�� Dense correspondence recovery� Once the

global parameters are known� the circular tour con	

straint� may be used to 
nd more pairs of corre	

sponding points� Starting from a corresponding

pair of points� the algorithm calculates the surface

normal and� using �� solves for C�xr � Now the

algorithm starts a propagation step� a new point�

close to the right point is chosen� and an estimated

position of its corresponding left point is deter	

mined using Eq� �� Usually� the position is ac	

curate enough� but occasionally the circular tour

constraint may be called upon to 
ne tune it�

Special algorithms� which are not described here�

were developed for cylindrical �bilaterally symmet	

ric� objects� Those are characterized by a surface

z � f�x�� implying that neither the object nor the in	

tensity change in the y direction� In this case� stronger

constraints are available� enabling a faster� less com	

plex� algorithm� Knowing two corresponding point

pairs� for example� allows to solve for the illumination

direction� and then� to 
nd the dense correspondence

using a local� grey level based� criterion� Then the pose

parameter � is easily found as well� This algorithm is

described in ����

� Experiments

In this section we present the results of running the

algorithm on simulated and real data�
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��	� Results on simulated data

We now test our algorithm on the image shown in Fig	

ure ��d�� synthesized from the object shown in Fig	

ure ��a�� In order to speed up the minimization proce	

dure� we recovered the global pose and lightingparam	

eters by using shortcuts to obtain initial estimates for

them� The minimization process then uses these initial

estimates to 
ne	tune these global parameters�

��	�	� Recovering the light source We estimate �
as the maximal intensity in the image and then use the

boundary points of the object in the image to estimate

l� There are two types of boundary points� occlud	

ing boundary points where n � v � �� where v is the

viewing direction and shading boundary points where

n � l � �� They can be distinguished by the fact that

the intensity close to the shading boundary points re	

duces gradually to zero� where as at occluding contour

the intensity can drop abruptly to zero� We are only

interested in occluding boundary points �Figure ��c���

At these points the normal is known and lies in the im	

age plane� We extrapolate the intensity at the boundary

point fromneighboringpoints andobtain at eachpoint a

linear equation in the components of lighting direction

lx and ly� Using a least	squares procedure we recover

lx and ly and obtain lz from the unity constraint�

�a� �b�

�c� �d� �e�

Fig� �� �a	 The ground truth of the �D structure of the object studied
 �b	 The results of the shape recovery algorithm
 �c	 A frontal view and

frontal illumination image of a symmetric object
 This image is not used in the reconstruction
 It is brought here only to help visualizing the

object better
 �d	 An image of the object taken with � � ���rad
 �e	 The occluding contour of the object


��	��� Recovering the Pose Parameter We recover

� by performing a two parameter numerical search for

corresponding points for several ��� points chosen ar	

bitrarily� For each point and � value� the corresponding

point� which minimizes the circular tour measure was

found� Figure ��a� is a typical plot of the measure as a

function of � for one of these points� Then� the value

of � and the corresponding minimal measure value�

were collected from all these points �see Figure ��b���

Note that most of the ��s are close to the correct value

of ���rad and have low scores� The � we chose was

the value found by the mean shift mode operator �the

most dense point of the distribution of ��s� which was

� � �����rad� It is important to note that this value of

� was achieved with the approximate value of l found

in the previous step�
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Fig� �� �a	 The results of searching for � using �� initial matches

where from each point a sequence of twenty pairs of corresponding

points are propagated
 They coordinate is the value of the aggregated

integration constraint
 If for a certain value of � the value of the

integration constraint exceeded �
��� the computation terminated

with a failure
 �b	 The candidate ��s suggestedby�� arbitrary points


These are veri�ed on �� other sequences of length��
 Note that even

in the initial stage many results were close to � � ���rad and the

best result was achieved for � � �����rad


Once the global parameters are estimated a global

optimization procedure is run to 
ne	tune their values

minimizing the value of the integration constraint�

��	��� Running of the algorithm In the 
nal step

the �D shape is recovered using a combination of the

propagationprocedure and the integrationconstraint to

correct correspondence errors accumulated during the

procedure� Once the correspondences are found the

�D structure is recovered using Eq� � without needing

to perform integration on the recovered normals ����

Figure ��a� shows the ground	truth of the �D structure

and Figure ��b� shows the recovered shape�

���� Real image experiment� monophotometric

stereo

Nextwe tested themono	photometric	stereoalgorithm

on a frontal image of a face with non	frontal and ambi	

ent illumination �Figure ��a��� The algorithmwasgiven

a rough estimate of the lighting information and the

location of the symmetry line in the image� The mono	

photometric	stereo algorithm was used to recover the

normals� Points for which there was no solution were

left blank� This was mainly due to changes in albedo

and due to shadows� As this is a frontal view Eq� �

could not be used as in the previous example� Instead a

simple normal integration procedure was employed to

recover the shape� The results are displayed by over	

laying a constant height contour map over the original

image �Figure ��b��� As expected� the results are only

qualitatively correct and could be improved when a

more exact re�ectance model specially developed for

human skin is used�

�a� �b�

Fig� 	� �a	 A frontal image of a face with non�frontal illumination


�b	 An image which overlays a contourmap over the original image


White points in the image represent points for which no normals

could be recovered
 This is usually due to albedo changes


���� Real image experiments� mannequin images

In another experiment �Figure �� we took several im	

ages of a mannequin painted with matte white paint to

produce a close approximation to a Lambertian surface�

The mannequin is rotated yielding images with differ	

ent values of � and l� In this section we present shape

reconstruction results in which the global parameters

were given to the algorithm and in the next section we

present an experiment which computes them automat	

ically�

For each image we estimated the albedo as the max	

imum intensity and gave the algorithm the lighting di	

rection and pose parameter� The algorithm was pro	

vided with the point on the tip of the nose� which cor	

responds to itself� We assume that such a point or

some other pair of corresponds points can be speci	


ed using face feature detection processes �e�g� eye�

nose or mouth detection algorithms�� Other methods

of automatically
nding a small number of correspond	

ing pairs can also be used �e�g� using points above or

below the corners of the eyes�� We applied the propa	

gation procedure to this �pair� of points recovering the

normals and the �D coordinates in object coordinates

at each point� We used a slightly enhanced version of
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the general algorithm� where the propagation proce	

dure was run on the left and right sides of the image

independently� This way� we obtained a corresponding

point to every pixel center in the image �and not only

to the pixels centers on the right side�� This had also

the advantage that incorrectly chosen global parame	

ters result in a large discontinuity between the two sides

of the recovered shape and can be detected automati	

cally� Two views of the recovered shape for each of the

experiments is results is shown in Figure �� As we can

see� the results are mixed� and some reconstructions

are better than others� As expected� there are problems

where shadows are dominant� We associated the inac	

curacy of the resultsmainly to these shadows and to the

approximate model which does not take into account

non	Lambertian effects and inter	re�ections�

To test the quality of the recovered results we com	

pared two horizontal cross	sections of the recovered

shape in the four results� one on the forehead and the

other on the nose beneath the eyes� The cross	sections

for the forehead are very close in the four surfaces� This

due to the fact that for convex surfaces with no inter	

re�ections and shadows the algorithmworks well� The

cross	sections for the nose are less close� This is due

to errors in the propagation due to shadows in the eye

regions� Even so the results are qualitatively similar�

�a�

�b�

�c�

�d�

Fig� 
� Several images of a Mannequin� a pro�le view and another view of the recovered shapes
 �a	 � � ������ �b	 � � ������ �c	

� � ���� �d	 � � ����
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Fig� �� Two horizontal cross�sections of the recovered shapes in

Fig � �a	 Forehead cross�section �b	 Nose cross�section
 The line�

styles of the cross�sectionsof the four images in Fig ��a�d	 are� solid�

dotted� dashed and dash�dot� respectively


���� Recovering Global Parameters

In this section we focus on the recovery of the lighting

direction l and the pose parameter �� We examine a

measure characterizing the quality of reconstruction�

This measure and the reconstruction itself� naturally

depend on the hypothesized global parameters� We

demonstrate that this measure gets its minimum only

when the hypothesized global parameters are close to

their correct values� Therefore� evaluating thismeasure

within the algorithm may be used for estimating the

global parameters reliably�

These experiments were done using a new image of

the mannequin �see Figure � for the image and two

views of the reconstruction��

The quality measure is composed of two compo	

nents� The 
rst component is the number of pixels

appearing in the reconstructed surface� A pixel is not

considered a part of the reconstruction if l and the inten	

sity pair Il�Ir do not satisfy the constraints described in
Section ���� This can result from incorrect correspon	

dence or an incorrect l� This component eliminates

most of the l� � values which are not close to the cor	

rect values�

Fig� ��� An image and two views of the recovered shape
 This

image was used in recovering � and l


The second component relies on additional corre	

sponding pairs �which are different than those used to

initialize the propagation�� If the reconstruction is cor	

rect� then the true value of C��p� should agree with its

propagated value� resulting from the algorithm� Thus�

the second component is the distance between the cal	

culated and the actual location of the left point� cor	

responding to �p� �Getting a few corresponding pairs

is usually easy� We used� for example� the forehead

points above the center of the eye��

In the experiment� we scanned �� values of global

parameters� corresponding to a �D grid� where two co	

ordinates being the deviations of l about the ground

truth direction� and the third coordinate being �� The

angle between the correct illuminationvector l and the

scanned values was up to ��� and � ran between ����

and ���� The correct value of � was ����� Three ad	

ditional corresponding pairs were used for the second

component� Values which were very far from the cor	

rect values were easily discarded� usually by failing the

second test ���� from ����
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Fig� ��� Two dimensional projections of the �D space ��� l�� l�	

Better results are depicted by lighter gray values
 �a	 Projection to

the �l�� l�	 space of the �rst criterion
 �b	 Projection to the �l� � �	
space of the �rst criterion
 �c	 Projection to the �l�� �	 space of the
second criterion for one additional point pair
 �d	 Projection to the

�l�� l�	 space of the second criterion for the sum of the distances of

three point pairs
 �e	 Projection to the �l�� �	 space of the second
criterion for the sum of the distances of three point pairs


We considered several combinations of these two

components� and got good results with all of them�

To present the results we have projected the �D space

��� l�� l�� onto �D subspaces and show the values ob	

tained in Figure � In these 
gures the measure was

scaled so that higher values represent higher quality�

The projection was done by taking the maximal mea	

sure over all values of the hidden parameter� in Fig	

ure � The 
rst two images show the projection of the


rst criterion� Good results are obtained close to the

correct values but also for some extreme values of l�
and l�� The second criterion �for one point� is displayed
in Figure �c�� Better results are obtained when the

sum of distances associated with three point pairs are

added �Figure �d	e��� Note that this measure gets it

maximal value close to the correct values of l and ��
implying that automatic recovery of them is possible�

��
� Degenerate Cases

In the previous sections we described three variants of

the algorithm for three different cases� The case dealing

with a frontal view of the object �mono	photometric	

stereo�� the case dealing with frontal illuminationwith

respect to the object �mono	geometric	stereo�� and the

general algorithm for non	frontal illumination and a

non	frontal image� Specialized algorithms were pro	

posed for the special cases� We also tested how does

the general algorithmperform on images close to these

singular con
gurations� We have found experimen	

tally� that for images which are close to the frontal view

�e�g Figure ��b��� the algorithm still provides reason	

able results� On the other hand� when the con
guration

gets close to the other singular con
guration �shown in

Figure ��� the reconstruction quality deteriorates much

more severely�

The reason for this difference in performance around

the two singular con
gurations is as follows� The

general algorithm uses the photometric information to

propagate the correspondences� Then for each cor	

responding pair the �D shape is recovered using the

geometric information� Thus� around the 
rst singu	

lar con
guration the photometric component of the

algorithm works correctly yielding correct correspon	

dences� There is some inaccuracy in the recovered �D

shape due to the fact that we are near a singular point

of the geometric constraints� However� these errors

do not accumulate to the neighboring pixels� Around

the second singular con
guration� the 
rst photometric

constraint which is the difference between the two cor	

responding intensities is very close to zero� yielding a

very unstable solution to this equation� resulting in a

very inaccurate surface normal which cause errors in

the self	correspondence function to accumulate� This

results in a very inaccurate correspondence function

which yields a very inaccurate recovered shape� Such a

bad result should be detectable by comparing the given

image with the Lambertian image implied by the re	

constructed model� Here the mono	geometric	stereo

algorithm should be used�

�� Summary and discussion

In this paper we have presented a shape recovery

method for bilaterally symmetric objects� The major

contributionsof the paper are a strong� integrated� local

constraint which combines photometric and geometric
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information� and its application for extracting dense

correspondence� for the implied correspondence	less

�D shape reconstruction algorithm� and for recovering

unknown lighting and viewing parameters�

We focused on the theoretical aspects of integrat	

ing photometric and geometric constraints� We as	

sume a Lambertian re�ectance function which is well

de
ned and an easy model to analyze� The theoreti	

cal results were supported by empirical experiments�

The experiments on images of real objects were lim	

ited by the constant albedo assumption� the Lamber	

tian re�ectance function� and the assumption that nei	

ther occlusions nor shadows are present� We believe

that we can overcome these limitation in future stud	

ies� Regarding occlusion and shadows� these are usu	

ally characterized by steep edges� which we can try to

detect� and eliminate from the path taken by the propa	

gation process� We also intend to extend ourmethod to

other re�ectance functions that should be studied sep	

arately� Another direction is to extend our approach

to non	constant albedo surfaces such that the albedo

function is restricted �otherwise any object can project

to any image�� A relatively simple extension of our

method to non	constant albedo surfaces is to use the

local properties of our method to handle surfaces with

patch	wise constant albedo� In future work we intend

to study this and other non	constant albedo models�
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